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**NEBRASKA ARTISTS**

**Focus:** Keith Jacobshagen

**Objectives – Students will:**
- Understand the value of Nebraska through Jacobshagen's paintings.
- Discover their own world through observation and journaling.
- Create studies in light and space inspired by Jacobshagen's landscapes.

**Common Core Standards** available on online version at [www.joslyn.org/education/teachers/thursdays-for-teachers](http://www.joslyn.org/education/teachers/thursdays-for-teachers)

**Resources:** Check out the [Teacher Support Materials](http://www.joslyn.org/education/teachers) online, and [http://www.joslyn.org/education/teachers](http://www.joslyn.org/education/teachers) for additional resources

**Suggested Materials:** Jacobshagen teaching poster, images of artworks by Jacobshagen, landscape images, watercolor supplies, journals, map of Nebraska, compass (math)

**Vocabulary:** horizon line, landscape, light, minimalism, perspective, plains, prairies, radius, regional, space, synthesis, typography, values

**Procedure:**
- **Engage:** Select any artwork, and have students write about a memory it evokes.
- **Art Talk:** Now study a Jacobshagen painting for a discussion about memories it evokes. Talk about his process – how he takes it all in and makes it a part of his heart.
- **History:** Who is Keith Jacobshagen, and what is his story? Refer to the lecture led by the artist at the February 2014 Thursdays for Teachers as well as the teaching poster and additional information in Teacher Support Materials.
- **Aesthetics 1:** Defining the culture of Nebraska. Look at *Rain in Augusts, Platte Valley* and talk about perspective. Ask students why Jacobshagen’s style is to typically show a low horizon line. Then reveal that his father was a pilot, and he used to fly with him. Discuss how that changes their understanding of the artist's compositions.
- **Aesthetics 2:** Synthesize. Jacobshagen takes his observations when studying the landscape in the field, and back in the studio he synthesizes what he saw so rather than a painting representing a specific location, it is a synthesis of multiple experiences. He wants the synthesis of paintings to be in deep space. Have students discuss this process and result. Are these works of fiction?
• **Production 1:** Sequences – Studies in light and space through landscape. Using *A Golden Year* installation at the Bemis Center for the Contemporary Arts as inspiration, have students create deep space starting with simple watercolor studies. Refer to the workshop led by Jaim Hackbart at the February 2014 Thursdays for Teachers.

• **Production 2:** Jacobshagen carefully observes the landscape. Go outside, and give students a specific time to simply observe (suggested times per grade levels: K-5 (2) min, 6-8 (5) min, 9-12 (10) min). Students should write or draw what they see. Be quiet and no screens/technology. Come back the next day or in a week and do the same exercise to observe how it has changed. Students should discuss their findings with each other.

• **Close:** The artist is respectful of the nature of Nebraska and through his paintings; allowing students to know we have a future. Using a post-it note, have students write a one-word thought for the future. Post on the wall as a reminder for them.

**Extensions:**

• **Cultural Connections:** Values. Consider the potential for differences in values between Nebraska and other locations. Take a look at Jacobshagen’s perspective and consider how much value he places in Nebraska whereas there others do not – even calling it “flyover county.”

• **Fine Arts 1:** Abstractions Inspired by Landscapes. Show students various images of landscapes and have them combine and layer different forms and colors from a selected landscape to create a new abstract version of a place. Refer to the workshop led by Bethany Kalk at the February 2014 Thursdays for Teachers.

• **Fine Arts 2:** Where’s your place? Jacobshagen’s is outdoors in Nebraska. Have students determine their place and construct a picture from their unique perspective. Use the Language Arts extension as part of this project.

• **Language Arts:** Jacobshagen describes his journals as "... a place of refuge, confession and discovery. I believe that in many ways writing has become as much a part of who I am, as has painting. And like painting, writing has given back to me a chance for a richer sense of life and identity." Give students a journal and have them write for a day documenting everything they see. Then try to make some words concrete with a vision from their heart.

• **Math:** Jacobshagen is known to keep to a 60-mile radius around Lincoln for the landscapes he depicts. Have students take a map of Lincoln and use a compass to draw that radius. List all the towns (including Lincoln) along with their populations that fall in that radius. Then have students randomly select other cities across the United States and compare and contrast their findings.

• **Science:** Typography. Nebraska is flat so have students try to imagine how Jacobshagen would depict another area. For example, what if he was from a mountainous region? Show the students why a flat state can be interesting.
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